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ABSTRACT: The thermal design of a spacecraft is primarily dependent on its nominal operating environment,
which is typically characterized by: 1) defined Beta Angle ranges, which are derived from the orbit inclination, 2)
orbital position of the spacecraft relative to major environmental sources, 3) orientation of the spacecraft relative to
the environmental coordinate frame, and 4) a list of components with known duty cycles, power dissipations, and
temperature ranges. However, in designing the thermal system for a modular spacecraft, which can have a wide
variety of missions with unknown a priori orbital parameters, one does not have the benefit of these known
characteristics. Two goals of a modular spacecraft design are that it be capable of operating in virtually any orbit
and environmental condition, and that it is able to accept any component as long as the component meets the
electrical and mechanical interface requirements defined by the spacecraft design. Traditional spacecraft design
approaches make it difficult to accommodate these two modular design goals. As a result, the thermal design for a
modular spacecraft must be addressed in a different manner than that of a traditional spacecraft. This paper explores
the advantages and disadvantages to a modular thermal design.

INTRODUCTION

inclination requirements, the thermal system must be
designed to account for the large range of possible Beta
Angles. The spacecraft can be in any orientation
relative to environmental sources, and the spacecraft
has no pre-defined clocking within its mission
orientation, so the spacecraft thermal system must be
designed to handle the worst-case orientations. And
since the components are not defined ahead of time, the
system must be tolerant of a range of component heat
dissipations and interface temperatures that could
change substantially from mission to mission. The goal
then for a modular spacecraft thermal design is to cover
all LEO mission possibilities and a range of different
components as part of its definition of nominal
operations. Table 1 shows a side-by-side comparison
of these factors for typical vs. modular thermal designs.

A spacecraft thermal design is highly dependent on its
operating environment. Although this sounds obvious
and straightforward, consider the factors that define this
environment. First is a Beta Angle range, which is
determined from the orbit inclination. The Beta Angle
will determine how the spacecraft’s orbit is oriented
relative to the sun-vector, and how long the eclipse
duration will be, or even if there is an eclipse. Second
is the orbital position of the spacecraft relative to a
major environmental source, namely the Earth. For
low-Earth orbit (LEO) missions, the Earth is a very
large driver in the thermal design, as Earth IR radiation
and albedo effects can be significant. Third is the
spacecraft orientation relative to this environmental
coordinate frame. Is the spacecraft sun pointing or
nadir pointing? If nadir pointing, is it the axial or radial
direction of the spacecraft that is nadir facing? Last,
and certainly a big consideration, are the components
themselves. The command and data handling (C&DH)
electronics, power electronics, batteries, attitude
determination and control system (ADCS) components,
etc. all have their own duty cycles, power dissipations,
and required temperature ranges. All four of these
parameters are typically known at the beginning of the
design cycle, so components can be placed in the
spacecraft in such a way to meet mission requirements.

Table 1. Typical vs. Modular Thermal Design.
Typical Thermal Design

However, for a modular spacecraft architecture and
mission design philosophy, these parameters are not
known ahead of time. Since there are no pre-defined
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Beta Angle ranges derived from
a known mission-defined orbit
inclination

Launch inclination
requirements not defined; all
Beta Angles possible

Orbit-driven spacecraft position
relative to major environmental
sources

Spacecraft may be in a range
of orbits

Known spacecraft orientation
relative to environmental
coordinate frame

Spacecraft has no pre-defined
clocking in mission
orientation

Components list defined with
known duty cycles, power
dissipations, and temp ranges

Components are not defined
ahead time
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This paper discusses the thermal interface requirements
for a modular spacecraft architecture on a per-module
basis and shows an application of these interface
principles as they are implemented in AeroAstro’s
SMARTBusTM modular spacecraft architecture.

integration time, then modules must be designed to be
thermally independent. This is certainly not how a
traditional thermal design is approached, where the
component heat dissipations and thermal paths are
interdependent at a system level.

THERMAL MODULARITY CONCEPTS

Thermal modularity must facilitate mechanical
modularity to successfully implement a modular
spacecraft architecture. For a system in which
component-driven modules are not defined ahead of
time, there must be flexibility at the time of integration
to ensure that mechanical and structural requirements
are met. In particular, the spacecraft center of gravity
(CG) always has to be in a particular location relative to
the separation system for the particular launch vehicle.
However, placement of modules based on CG
requirements does not guarantee that modules with
similar or complementary temperature ranges and
power dissipations will be placed next to each other.
For example, there is no guarantee that a battery
module, which would want to have a benign neighbor
to facilitate its very restrictive temperature range, would
not be placed next to an S-band transponder module,
which dissipates a lot of heat in a very transient
manner, due to CG requirements.

Modularity Concepts/Thermal Interface Requirements
The following details the concepts guiding AeroAstro’s
modular thermal design and the requirements for the
thermal interface.


Modules must be thermally independent.
• Modules must be able to independently handle
the worst-case orientations and environments.



To preserve the ability to place a module anywhere
in the spacecraft, modules must not be designed
such that they depend upon being adjacent to hot or
cold modules.
• Modules should be thermally isolated from each
other.
• The level of isolation is defined as an
implementation of modularity concepts for a
particular design / architecture.



Even assuming that this was an acceptable placement
for one mission, in another mission the S-band
transponder module may be replaced with a UHF
transponder module, which could dissipate a lot less
heat, or be replaced with an X-band transponder
module, which could dissipate a lot more heat. The
nature of a modular spacecraft – where a particular
mission may require not only a completely different
orbit than another mission, but may have a completely
different component manifest – shows the difficulty in
thinking of module-level design from the traditional
system-level approach.

Mechanical and thermal designs are necessarily
interrelated.
• Mechanical hard points and connections must be
taken into account for module-level thermal
design, and any thermal paths must be
adequately isolated.



Heat leak cannot be negated, only controlled.
• To control the heat leak from one module to the
next, operating limits must be placed on module
temperature ranges.

The concept of thermal independence at a module level
for a modular spacecraft thermal design has a powerful
benefit: to reduce or even eliminate the custom,
mission-specific thermal analysis that accompanies a
traditional system-level spacecraft design. If a
spacecraft architecture successfully implements these
thermal modularity concepts, then it does not matter
where in the spacecraft that module is placed. It would
be literally thermally interchangeable due to its modulelevel thermal independence, because a module designed
like this could be placed anywhere in the spacecraft and
it would “just work” thermally. This would preclude
the necessity for a system-level thermal analysis or at
the very least drastically reduce its scope. This would
represent a substantial savings in the non-recurring
engineering (NRE) associated with the thermal analysis
of a particular mission.

• Module operating temperature limits are defined
as an implementation of modularity concepts for
a particular design / architecture.
Key Benefit for Modular Thermal Design
The key benefit of a modular spacecraft thermal design
is that if a module is designed to be thermally
independent, it is possible to drastically reduce or even
eliminate the custom, mission-specific thermal analysis
that accompanies a traditional system-level spacecraft
design.
If the goal of a modular thermal design is to encompass
all of the LEO mission possibilities and orientations,
and spacecraft modules will be put together at
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AEROASTRO’S SMARTBUS DESIGN
SMARTBus Modularity Concepts
AeroAstro’s SMARTBus modular architecture is
designed to facilitate the rapid and inexpensive
development of small LEO spacecraft. At the core of
SMARTBus is a Standards Document and a set of
design principles, which define electrical, RF,
mechanical and thermal interfaces that would be
implemented by any SMARTBus module designer.
The SMARTBus Standards Document version 1.0 has
been published, and ongoing efforts to define industrywide standards (e.g., NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, the Air Force Research Laboratory, and other
DoD agencies) have been incorporated, such as intramodule USB and XML functional device descriptions.
The SMARTBus standards define the “shape” of the
architecture, essentially the design philosophy, leaving
it up to the designer to fill in the details of the module
design.

Figure 2. Mechanical Interface for SMARTBus
Modules.
key to the utility of the SMARTBus architecture with
respect to scalability and extensibility. Nowhere is this
modularity more evident than in the mechanical design
(Figure 2) of the SMARTBus modules.

One important concept and interface driver that comes
out of the SMARTBus concept is the idea of module
stacking. Modules are stacked on top of each other (see
Figure 1), putting structural paths in the corners to carry
loads, which is part of the mechanical interface
requirement. This also has significant thermal
implications, as will be illustrated later in this paper.

The architecture features a uniform field joint that
allows any module to mate to another, both structurally
and electrically via the "electrical backbone" connector.
To maintain launch vehicle compatibility, a uniform
cross-section was chosen that can be inscribed within a
44 cm diameter. The height of the individual module is
adjusted to accommodate different volumes as needed,
in 1-centimeter increments (i.e., 4, 5, and 6 cm). Each
SMARTBus module has a "floor" that serves as the
"lid" for the module below.

If taken it their entirety, a SMARTBus spacecraft is
essentially a stack of hexagonal modules, or “slices”,
each one performing a particular spacecraft subsystem
function. The functional modularity of the system is

As part of the SMARTBus Standards Document,
module thermal interface temperature limits have been
defined. Even with thermal isolation, if there is a large
temperature differential between modules (say one
module nominally operates at 70 C and another
nominally operates at -40 C), then there would still be
substantial heat transfer across the module interfaces.
So instead of allowing modules to have very large and
unrealistic upper and lower operating temperature
limits, AeroAstro has looked at a range of components
and component classes that are flown on LEO missions
and determined interface temperature ranges that match
up with these typical ranges. The goal is not to allow a
component that has a very tight temperature range (such
as lithium-ion batteries) to dominate the design and also
not to be driven to the extremes that any one component
can operate at (such as the wide temperature range of a
magnetic torque coil).

Figure 1. SMARTBus Module Stacking.
Barton
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The thermal interface temperature limits defined by
AeroAstro for the SMARTBus design are as follows:

Table 2. Mechanical Drivers of Thermal Design
Mechanical
Modularity
Requirement

Derived
Thermal Modularity
Requirement or Implication



Conductive and radiative module interface
temperatures cannot be above 50C



Conductive and radiative module interface
temperatures cannot be below -30C

Hexagonal baseplate
that measures 38.1 cm
across flats

Perimeter of module is a fixed
quantity, so radiator size is fixed
in radial direction

This provides realistic limits to the module design and
ensures that it can handle hot and cold case interface
temperatures.

Longitudinal loads
must be carried
through 6 corner posts

Modules must be connected in
these locations; it will be a
source of heat leakage

The FEBSS Program

Sidewalls must be used
to transfer shear loads

Modules must be connected in
these locations; it will be a
source of heat leakage

Modules must be
stacked

Determines the direction in
which a module can change
size; radiator surface area is
controlled by module height

AeroAstro is funded to develop the SMARTBus
modular spacecraft architecture through two different
government agencies, with each contract focused on
different aspects of the architecture, resulting in slightly
different baseline designs. Through a Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) contract from the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, referred to as
SCOUT, AeroAstro is focused on the aspects that will
enable a rapid-response spacecraft. Through an SBIR
contract from the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL), referred to as the Flexible Extensible Bus for
Small Satellites (FEBSS), AeroAstro is focusing on the
aspects of the design that will keep a SMARTBusbased spacecraft inexpensive and straightforward for
future spacecraft developers to integrate with ease.

Worst-Case Environmental Definitions
The worst-case hot condition configuration is shown in
Figure 3 and has been defined as follows:


Nadir mission with boresight in velocity direction



Spacecraft oriented such that one side of module is
always nadir-pointing



Sun is at 69º Beta Angle (from a 45.5º inclination)
• With sun at 69º, it is almost normal to another
face of the module

The modular thermal design for SMARTBus, as
outlined in this paper, was developed under the FEBSS
contract. In early 2005, the overall SMARTBus design,
focusing on the aspects funded through the FEBSS
program, underwent a Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) as part of the FEBSS Phase II SBIR contract.



Altitude is 600 km
• At 600 km and 69º Beta Angle there is no eclipse



Solar Flux = 1400 W/m2

THERMAL MODULARITY IMPLEMENTATION
Drivers of Thermal Design
Examining Figure 1 and Figure 2, some obvious design
drivers become apparent for a stacked architecture.
Since the mechanical and thermal designs are
necessarily interrelated, in order to address the thermal
modularity concepts listed above, it is necessary to
consider the mechanical modularity requirements, as
they also drive some aspects of the thermal design.
This is demonstrated in Table 2.
One of the primary design goals of FEBSS is to be a
truly modular spacecraft that is able to operate in any
LEO orbit in any orientation. Careful attention has
been paid to the environmental definitions so that they
envelope the worst possible hot and cold cases.
Barton
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Earth IR = 271 W/m2



Albedo Coefficient = 0.4



End-of-life (EOL) panel absorptivity and
emissivity



Module is assumed at bottom of stack, closest to
the anchor module, so view factors to solar panels
are at maximum

As can be seen, the differences between worst-case hot
and cold environments are quite significant. It is worth
noting at this point that the worst-case orientations are
with respect to the module sidewalls, which will be the
primary heat rejection surfaces.



Net heat flux into the module from above and
below modules

Thermal Design Approach



Net heat flux out of the module to above and below
modules

The worst-case cold condition configuration is shown
in Figure 4 and has been defined as follows:

The three key aspects of AeroAstro’s thermal design
approach are:



Sun pointing mission with anchor module pointed
at the sun



Symmetric thermal design



Heat pipes for hot case heat load distribution



Module radiator surfaces are normal to solar
vector, so no direct solar flux on modules



Thermostats and strip heaters for cold case thermal
control



Sun is at 0º Beta Angle



Altitude is 600 km

As with a traditional thermal design, there is a
compelling reason for the system to be simple.
Examining the worst-case hot conditions, two sides of
the spacecraft are facing the sun and the earth in nearly
steady-state conditions. One possible way to solve the
heat loading on these faces is to have pumped fluid
loops to all of the faces and to just “turn off” the faces
with the most environmental loading. While extremely
effective, this approach would be cumbersome,
complicated and expensive. You will notice though,
that the Earth is mainly on one face, and the sun is
mainly on another; this leaves the third primary face
largely free of environmental loading. However,
components cannot simply be placed near this cold
face, because the on-orbit orientation is not known at
the time of module design and fabrication. This
necessitates a symmetric thermal design.

• At 600 km and 0º Beta Angle, there is maximum
eclipse for LEO mission (about 35 minutes of a
95-minute orbit)


Spacecraft oriented such that corners are in orbit
plane, so module radiators and sidewalls have less
of an Earth view



Solar Flux = 1310 W/m2



Earth IR = 201 W/m2



Albedo Coefficient = 0.2



Beginning-of-life (BOL) panel absorptivity and
emissivity



Module is assumed at top of stack, furthest from
anchor module, so view factors to solar panels are
at minimum (assumed zero)

As shown in Figure 5, three spiraled heat pipes balance
the module power dissipation and environmental
loading passively and efficiently. It substantially
reduces the thermal resistance between the components
and the primary radiators. The heat pipe design is
symmetrical, and the same heat pipe design can be used
in any module for any mission. The Component
Interface Plate is machined into the baseplate, thus the
thermal capacitance is immediately useful to the
system. The Component Interface Plate serves as the
attachment point for components onto the FEBSS
module baseplate. All three heat pipes contact the
underside of the Component Interface Plate for efficient
heat transfer from the components right to the radiating
faces. Another by-product of attaching the heat pipes to
the baseplate is that thermal gradients across the
module are greatly reduced due to efficient heat
distribution.

Figure 4. Worst-Case Cold Configuration
Arbitrary module close to solar panel module is shown,
rest of spacecraft is transparent.
Barton
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fly (a transponder, star tracker, etc.) and simply needs
to know, “If I put this component in a module, will this
work thermally? Does it handle the power dissipation
and is the component kept in its operating temperature
range?” In the vein of keeping the thermal design
straightforward for a module designer, AeroAstro has
performed a characterization study on this design.
There are three primary interrelated characteristics that
determine the behavior of a FEBSS module over the
worst-case hot to worst-case cold conditions: 1)
allowed power dissipation at the module-component
interface; 2) module height (since the footprint of the
module is fixed due to mechanical design, module
height is proportional to radiator area); and 3)
component interface temperature. A module-level
thermal analysis is performed over a range of power
dissipations and the range of module heights to
determine the interface temperature profile at worstcase hot and worst-case cold. All three characteristics
plotted together gives a means of finding a module
height that meets the power dissipation and interface
temperature requirements.
This can be interpreted as a module thermal design and
analysis that is driven by capabilities, not requirements,
as detailed in the examples below.
Requirements-driven example:
“I have a component that dissipates 10W and cannot go
above 40C. Tell me the radiator area for my mission
and tell me how much margin I have.”
Capabilities-driven example:

Figure 5. Baseplate Heat Transfer Approach.
This approach efficiently and passively solves the heat
transfer issues that arise from the harsh environmental
loading during worst-case hot conditions. The design
allows efficient transfer of heat from the component to
the radiators to passively reject the heat during the hot
case.

“I have a component that dissipates 10W and cannot go
above 40C. I will look in this table that envelopes all
the possible thermal cases and find the module height
that supports these needs.”

During cold case conditions, lower temperature limit
control for components is ensured though
thermostatically controlled strip heaters, a very
common practice for spacecraft thermal designs.

The thermal characterization charts (shown in Figures 6
and 7) developed by AeroAstro under the FEBSS
program provide an easy means of identifying the
module size that meets the power and interface
temperature requirements and that will survive over the
wide range of possible mission scenarios.

Thermal Characterization Charts

Thermal Characterization Study

Hot Case Chart

With a module thermal design that can now handle the
environmental and orientation aspects of the worst-case
range of missions, it is now time to handle the
component selection for the modules. Ultimately, the
designer of a module has a component that they want to
Barton
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Figure 7. Cold Case Thermal Characterization
Chart.

Figure 6. Hot Case Thermal Characterization
Chart.
Example problem: A designer has a component that
under worst-case conditions dissipates a total of 15W
continuously. The maximum interface temperature
allowed is 35C. What is the smallest FEBSS module
that can handle this thermal case?


Locate 15W heat dissipation line on left of hot case
chart



Move right until you find the 35C interface
temperature line



Find the module height that meets this dissipation
and temperature requirement; if it falls between
modules, select the taller module

Locate the 9cm line that was selected from the
previous page



Move up until you reach the -10C line



Identify the power dissipation line that meets these
two requirements

In this situation, 22.5W of heat dissipation is required
to keep the module at -10C. Since the component
dissipates 15W, this means 7.5W of heater power is
required. To maintain cold case margin, 25% is applied
to heater control authority, which means the heaters in
this situation need to be sized to dissipate 9.4W. This
will keep the box over -10C for worst possible cold
case customer mission.

In this situation, a 9cm FEBSS module will dissipate
the 15W load and keep the interface at 35C or below
for the worse possible hot case for a customer mission.

Information on Characterization Charts
A caveat to these charts is that currently the system is
not fully characterized. These results are preliminary,
based on PDR-level modeling. These examples make
picking the module seem very simple and
straightforward, which is the goal and what the design
strives to accomplish. However, there are many factors
that must be accounted for in the selection process, such
as: duty cycles and power density, mounting interface
thermal resistance, radiator surface area reductions
(such as impingements from patch antennas, thrusters,
or ADCS sensor access holes). These have not been
factored into the selection process yet. When they are,
the end result will be a straightforward selection guide

Cold Case Chart
Shown in Figure 7 below is the cold case thermal
characterization chart. An example showing how the
chart is used follows.
Example problem: With the same component
dissipating 15W continuously, the minimum interface
temperature that the interface is allowed to see is -10C.
What is the heater power required to handle this
thermal case?
Barton
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that will properly derate the interface requirements
based on these factors, which will give a designer a
clear choice in module height that meets the thermal
requirements of their component.
The end result is that, through the thermal
characterization study, the FEBSS thermal design
handles the worst-case environment and operations for
a modular spacecraft as defined above. Each module is
designed to envelope the worst-case hot and worst-case
cold conditions for a given power dissipation and
interface temperature range. Worst-case scenarios
analyzed give maximum and minimum environmental
effects for the modules. Worst-case heat leak in and
out of the module is modeled for the hot and cold cases,
respectively. Worst-case solar re-radiation to and from
the module is modeled for the hot and cold cases, as
well as worst-case stack placement.

Figure 8. Thermally Isolating Payload Mounting.
the same isolation plate as in Option 1 as the close-out
plate for the stack (Figure 9), essentially an “inverted”
module, after bolting to the isolation plate, takes care of
payload heat dissipation. Heat pipes are underneath the
payload interface plate, and heat is distributed to the
radiators and sidewalls in an identical manner as other
FEBSS modules. The thermal performance of this
module will be nearly identical to the other FEBSS
modules, and the performance will be similar to the
results shown in the thermal characterization charts.
The payload can be covered completely with MLI so
this heat sink module deals only with payload heat
dissipation.

Payload Thermal Design and Control
The payload is not a “module” per se, but it will have
many of the same mechanical and thermal interface
requirements that a module would have. For instance, a
payload deck would still have to bolt to the same six
corner points that a module would. It would also be
subjected to the same interface temperature ranges at
those connection points that a module would see.
There are two basic options for payload thermal
control: a thermal isolation option and a heat sink
option.
Option 1: Thermal Isolation Method
The top of the spacecraft has a complete hemispherical
view to deep space. This provides a payload more than
enough view to take care of its own heat rejection
requirements. Heat leak is minimized to and from the
module below through thermal isolation in the same
way the other FEBSS modules are thermally isolated.
A honeycomb panel (Figure 8) is ideal for a payload
deck as a 1-inch thick panel presents a poor thermal
path from the front facesheet (where the payload
mounts) to the back facesheet (looks down at lower
module). Aluminum tape or multi-layer insulation
(MLI) can be placed on the back for radiation heat leak
reduction. Conduction through thin facesheets to edge
inserts is also a poor thermal path. This approach is
mass efficient and very stiff for payload support.
Option 2: Heat Sink Method
A payload may not wish to deal with its own thermal
control and analysis. A FEBSS module thermal design
can be easily adapted as a payload heat sink. By using
Barton
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OTHER APPROACHES

case thermal characterization results presented earlier
shows a non-trivial amount of heat dissipation at the
component interface over the range of cold case
temperatures. Heater power is required for each
module in this situation, dependent on the component’s
lower operating temperature limit.

The FEBSS thermal system design is not the only way
to handle the worst-case environment and operations
for a modular spacecraft. The preceding design is one
way to solve the system thermal design. Any thermal
engineer can design a module and it will be compatible
with the other FEBSS module thermal designs,
provided it meets the SMARTBus thermal interface
requirements. There may be compelling reasons for
wanting to create a different thermal design, such as
exotic heat dissipation requirements, extremely large
power densities, very unusual duty cycles for
components, or perhaps the desire to optimize the
module based on a mission or orientation, provided it is
known ahead of time. There may just be some
requirement for a module designer that is not
encompassed within the FEBSS thermal design.
However, that engineer is responsible for performing a
module- and mission-level thermal analysis to ensure
that module performs as intended.

There are a few mitigating factors in the case of FEBSS
however. The results are for the worst cold case, but
the worst cold case is also worst case for module
placement (furthest from solar panels). Since only one
module by definition can have this worst-case
placement, other modules on the spacecraft will use less
heater power by virtue of being closer to the solar
panels. Also, the worst-case cold is also the best
power-production case, where the bus should have an
excess of available power during portions of the orbit.
CONCLUSIONS
A modular thermal design certainly has many different
considerations than a traditional system-level design
does. To some spacecraft thermal engineers, these
considerations and design philosophies seem counterintuitive, since most of them break with the masssaving and logical component-placement philosophies
and optimizations that most thermal engineers spend
their time performing. It is no secret, and is even worth
emphasizing, that a modular thermal design is
inefficient with respect to a traditional thermal design.
A modular spacecraft thermal design will not have the
benefit of logical component placement, it will be more
massive, and will use more heater power than a
traditional thermal design.

DISADVANTAGES OF A MODULAR THERMAL
DESIGN
For a traditional system-level thermal design,
components are grouped together such that power
dissipation and duty cycles are matched to radiator area.
This allows for efficient use of radiator area for heat
dissipation. A natural by-product is that thermal mass
is grouped together to dampen transient conditions.
This has the measurable effect that it minimizes heater
power required. For modules to maintain thermal
independence, modules are thermally isolated from
surrounding modules, because they are responsible for
rejecting their own heat and maintaining their thermal
environment. Therefore, logical heat sinking and
component placement according to thermal
characteristics is not possible.

However, there are some substantial benefits to be
realized from a modular thermal design. A module
designed to meet and accept interface standards will be
compatible with other modules before a mission is even
conceived. Meeting these interface standards means
that modules will be thermally independent, and that
spacecraft built from modules can be put together at the
time of integration and the modules will “just work”
thermally. This module-level thermal independence
can also mean a reduction or even elimination of the
NRE associated with a spacecraft mission-level thermal
analysis.

A modular system will have more mass than a
traditional thermal design. The design must encompass
the entire orbital environmental range to make a
modular spacecraft useful. The system design will be
dominated by hot case conditions, which is typically a
harsher environment than most spacecraft are subject
to. Radiator surface area will be maximized, and the
thermal resistance to those radiators will be minimized.
Subsequently, cold case transients will have a bigger
impact on the system due to the increased radiator size.
More mass (thermal capacitance) is required to dampen
those effects

While the approach described in this paper was created
specifically to solve the needs of the SMARTBus
modular spacecraft architecture, the utility of this
approach goes beyond that of its initial application.
The general approach that AeroAstro has taken in
solving this problem can be applied to any modular
spacecraft design – however, the details of the design
will vary by specific implementation.

Another drawback is that the system will use more
heater power in a modular architecture as compared to a
more traditional thermal design. Examining the cold
Barton
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